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'was interviewed at Camp Delta, United
States Naval Base, Guantanamo Bay, Cuba by Special Agent)
Federal Bureau of Investigation and a
representative of a forei
overnment. The interview was conducted in the English language. After being advised of the
purpose of the interview
hereafter provided the following information:
'began the interview in uiring as to when he would be released and was told that investigators continued to
work on closing his file
h en asked about torture saying that
ees have claimed that they were
tortured in Bag . 11 • 1 • • . a g that he heard one or two have been killed.
as never tortured nor has he seen
anyone tortures MO= a 'd say that two detainees have recently comp acne of eing sexually assaulted in the
interview rooms.
did not say who the detainees were but did say that they were embarrassed because an
Felt that
interrogator had pulled their trousers down during the interview and sexually assaulted that individual"
such practices "might create a new terrorist."
shown various pictures and asked about a variety of names during the interview
I identify anylwas
of the pictures with certainty. The following names were presented tc l
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could not say for certam that he knew any ot these individuals, but did say that he knew
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'spoke of two men he knew from Afghanistan,
very re 'gloms an met.
was described a
was •escn•e as 'emg ou•an• not very well liked
did not et alon•an
also very religious.
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!was asked about and answered questions regarding the family o
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indicated that the family was religious but he did not think they hac extremist views. He felt that they believed in jihad for
the right cause, but he did know of any of them going to fight it.)
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